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Personality researchers have long recognized that measures of the
Big Five or HEXACO domains are moderately correlated. For exam-
ple, Block (1995) noted that “…the empirical research findings indi-
cate that the five factors are frequently and importantly correlated with
each other, usually to reflect an overriding evaluative component” (p.
199). When Neuroticism is reverse scored, these correlations generally
have been found to be consistently positive, known as positive mani-
fold (e.g., Musek, 2007; Saucier & Goldberg, 2003).

The average correlation comprising the positive manifold of sum-
mated score measures of the Big Five domains has been reported
to be about 0.20 (Saucier, 2002). Some have argued that this pos-
itive manifold is the natural result of a higher-order organization
of the processes representing the Big Five traits, with one or more
higher-order processes governing Big Five domains (e.g., Digman,
1997; Musek, 2007). Others have considered the possibility that pos-
itive manifold is the result of some characteristic of the methodology
upon which much of the evidence for the Big Five depends; specif-
ically, a self-report bias that affects responses to items from all do-
mains (e.g., Chang, Connelly, & Geeza, 2015). In either case, the ex-
istence of this positive manifold creates collinearity among the predic-
tors for researchers and practitioners seeking the relations of external
criteria to the Big Five or HEXACO domains. Thus, methods for mod-
eling and exploring the causes of this positive manifold among per-
sonality traits are greatly needed.

Recent research using bifactor factor analytic models (e.g., Reise,
2012) has implications for the intercorrelations representing the posi-
tive manifold as well as for the number and nature of the characteris-
tics represented by typical personality questionnaire data. In the sim
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plest of such models, a general factor indicated by all items in the
questionnaire is estimated in addition to the typical domain factors.
Such models have been applied to individual item responses or parcel
scores of Big Five and HEXACO inventories by several researchers
(e.g., Anglim, Morse, De Vries, MacCann, & Marty, 2017; Bäckström
2007; Bäckström, Björklund, & Larsson, 2009; Bäckström, Björklund,
& Larsson, 2014; Biderman, Nguyen, Cunningham, & Ghorbani,
2011; Biderman, McAbee, Chen, & Hendy, 2018; Chen, Watson,
Biderman, & Ghorbani, 2015). These researchers have addressed three
general issues. The first is goodness-of-fit – whether adding such a
factor significantly improves the ability of factor analytic models to
represent Big Five and HEXACO data. The second is the nature of the
general factor – whether it is a method or substantive factor and if sub-
stantive, what aspect of item content is important for the factor. The
third, and final, is the issue of the characteristics of the persons repre-
sented by the factor.

1. General factors in personality questionnaires

1.1. Need for general factors

With respect to the issue of goodness-of-fit, there is an accumu-
lation of evidence that for multidimensional questionnaires in gen-
eral, bifactor models often provide better fit than correlated factors
models (Brunner, Nagy, & Wilhelm, 2012; Chen, West, & Sousa,
2006; Gignac, 2016; Markon, 2009; Reise, 2012; Yung, Thissen, &
McLeod, 1999). Bifactor models of Big Five and HEXACO ques-
tionnaires have also been found to exhibit better goodness-of-fit rel-
ative to models without a general factor. Using a chi-square differ-
ence test Bäckström (2007) found that confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) models of parcels from an International Personality Item Pool
(IPIP; Goldberg, 1999) 100-item questionnaire fit better when a gen-
eral factor was included. Biderman et al. (2011) found that CFA bifac-
tor models of individual item responses to IPIP 50-item questionnaires

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jrp.2019.04.010
0092-6566/ © 2019.
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across five samples and to the NEO-FFI questionnaire (Costa and
McCrae, 1989) in an additional sample fit better than models without a
general factor using chi-square differences tests. Anglim et al. (2017)
found that the fit of CFA models of the HEXACO 200-item question-
naire was significantly improved when a general factor was added to
the models.

Based on chi-square difference tests, Biderman et al. (2018) found
fit of CFA models to individual item responses to the NEO-FFI-3
and HEXACO 100-item questionnaires was significantly better when
a general factor was included and improved even more when two fac-
tors - one indicated by positively-keyed items and one indicated by
negatively-keyed items - were added to the models. They also applied
EFA models to the same data to address the possibility that improve-
ment in CFA models was compensation for the lack of cross loadings
in CFA models of multidimensional data. They found that the addition
of three factors (rotated to one general factor and two keying factors)
resulted in significant improvements in goodness-of-fit, thus provid-
ing a necessary condition for the existence of general and keying fac-
tors in the EFA models. The body of analyses subsequently conducted
by Biderman et al. (2018) provided evidence for the utility of treating
such factors as general and keying factors. These results all support the
belief that goodness-of-fit of models of Big Five and HEXACO ques-
tionnaire data is improved when general factors are added to models
of the data.

1.2. Item content

The second issue – that of the relation of the general factor to item
content - has two aspects. The first is whether the general factor rep-
resents a substantive characteristic of items to which respondents are
sensitive or an artifactual measurement characteristic (e.g., Davies,
Connelly, Ones, & Birkland, 2015). Researchers have often labeled
factors affecting items across domains such as that described above as
method factors (e.g., Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003).
Specifically, such general factors have been called unmeasured latent
method factors (Johnson, Rosen, and Djurdjevic, 2011; Richardson,
Simmering, & Sturman, 2009; Williams & O’Boyle, 2015; Williams
& McGonagle, 2016) presumably to reflect the fact that they influ-
ence responses that have been obtained using a specific method from
the same respondents but with no variables uniquely indicating those
factors. The distortion in correlations resulting from not accounting
for such factors frequently has been called common method bias (e.g.,
Doty and Glick, 1998). In factor analytic models of individual items,
method factors’ indicators have been estimated by setting the unstan-
dardized loadings to be equal (e.g., Arias, Jenaro, & Ponce, 2018;
Danner, Aichholzer, & Rammstedte, 2015). Restricting the loadings to
be equal makes the influence of a factor independent of item content.
In contrast, substantive method factors’ loadings are estimated freely.
Their influence thus depends on item content. A bifactor general fac-
tor can be treated in either way. If loadings are restricted to be equal, it
will be characterized as a method factor. If the loadings of individual
items on the factor depend on item content, it will be characterized as
a substantive factor.

In the case of Big Five and HEXACO questionnaires, researchers
have typically treated the general factors in bifactor models as sub-
stantive. This raises the second issue involving item content. That is
the issue of identification of the specific aspect of item content im-
portant for general factors. The consensus from studies that have ad-
dressed this issue is that an evaluative aspect of item content indi-
cates the general factors. Bäckström et al. (2009) found that loadings
on the general factor of item-parcels written to have neutral evalua-
tive content were significantly closer to zero than item-parcels based

on originally written items. Pettersson, Turkheimer, Horn, and Menatti
(2012) performed a Schmid-Leiman transformation of a higher-or-
der factor model of quadruples of personality items similar to those
in Big Five questionnaires (Schmid & Leiman, 1957). This transfor-
mation resulting in a general factor like that of a bifactor model but
with proportionality restrictions on the factor loadings (cf. Gignac,
2016). They found that loadings on the general factor correlated 0.86
with mean evaluation ratings of the items and that items of similar
valence but opposite content were clustered. Kulas and Stachowski
(2012) applied a single factor model of responses to personality items
and found that loadings on the factor were positively related to inde-
pendently obtained social desirability ratings of the items. Bäckström
and Björklund (2016) extended the Bäckström et al. (2009) study and
found the mean loadings on a general factor of items written to have
extreme valence were farther from zero than that of loadings of neu-
trally framed items. Biderman et al. (2018) showed that loadings of
individual items on a general factor, on a positive keying factor, and
on a negative keying factor were positively correlated with indepen-
dently obtained judgments of whether an item’s characteristics would
make a person look “good” or “bad” for items on both the NEO-FFI-3
and HEXACO-PI-R questionnaires. Positive correlations with item
valence were found in EFA models both within and across keying cat-
egories. The findings of the above referenced studies suggest that gen-
eral factors are dependent on item evaluative content – item valence
or social desirability.

1.3. Nature of respondents

If loadings of items on the general factor are related to item eval-
uative content, this suggests that respondent characteristics may re-
flect item content (cf. Kenny and West, 2010). The issue of what indi-
vidual characteristic(s) is/are represented by the general factors in bi-
factor models of personality has also been addressed by researchers.
Bäckström (2007) found that the general factor in a CFA of the Big
Five demonstrated strong positive correlations with scales measuring
social desirability (i.e., self-deception and impression management).
Biderman et al. (2011) found that the general factor correlated posi-
tively with the PANAS Positive Affectivity (PA) subscale and nega-
tively with the Negative Affectivity (NA) subscale (Watson, Clark, &
Tellegen, 1988) suggesting that the general factor represents level of
respondent affect. Bäckström et al. (2014) found that a factor like the
general factor in a bifactor model but indicated by differences between
originally written and neutrally framed items correlated with social
desirability. Biderman et al. (2018) found that factor scores from the
general factor and keying factors from EFA analyses were positively
related to the Rosenberg (1965) Self-esteem Scale and the PANAS PA
scale, and negatively related to the Costello and Comrey (1967) De-
pression Scale and PANAS NA scale. These studies all suggest that
persons at extremes of the general factor are persons with extreme lev-
els of either affect or tendency to describe themselves in a socially de-
sirable fashion depending on how the factor is ultimately character-
ized.

1.4. The present study

Because the relations of loadings to valence were similar across
the general and keying factors and because the general and keying
factors exhibited similar relations to self-esteem, depression, and af-
fect variables, Biderman et al. (2018) computed the average of factor
scores of the general and keying factors and treated that average of
factor scores as an overall measure of participant affective response
to the evaluative content of items. Thus, they focused on only one
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characteristic based on the three factors, which they called an affect
composite.

In contrast to Biderman et al. (2018), an alternative treatment of the
general and keying factors is to estimate the general factor indicated
by all items in the questionnaire after the negatively keyed items have
been reverse scored and to estimate one other factor indicated posi-
tively by positively-keyed items and negatively by negatively-keyed
items.1 Estimated in this way, the general factor would reflect agree-
ment with the positive aspect of whatever content was common across
all items. The second factor would reflect the tendency to agree with
items regardless of content. Such a tendency has been called acquies-
cence. Because a model consisting of a single general content factor
and an acquiescence factor represents a more effective utilization of
the information in the three factors than the single affect composite in-
vestigated in Biderman et al. (2018), we decided to use the two-factor
model in this study. We called the general factor indicated without re-
striction by all items after reverse scoring the evaluation factor on the
assumption that it reflects the evaluative aspect of item content. The
factor indicated by differences in agreement with positively- vs nega-
tively-keyed items was called the acquiescence factor.

In this study, we focused on the implications of the bifactor model
described above of Big Five and HEXACO questionnaires data for
high-stake selection situations. Previous conceptualizations of Big
Five and HEXACO data have almost always represented personal-
ity data using correlated factors models, resulting in either five or six
measures taken from the data - the typical summated scores of the Big
Five or HEXACO domains. The application of bifactor models, on the
other hand, results in estimating additional measures based on the gen-
eral factors as well as the domain factors. We were interested in the
relations of external variables to the new measures created by the ap-
plication of the bifactor model – the evaluation factor and the acqui-
escence factor. We were also interested in whether measuring these
additional factors would alter the relations of external variables to the
domain measures.

We chose for this study the relation of Big Five and HEXACO data
to university grade point average (GPA). Prediction of GPA is a topic
of considerable research interest in the personality domain. There is
considerable previous research on the Big Five (e.g., McAbee and
Oswald, 2013; Poropat, 2009; Richardson, Abraham, & Bond, 2012),
and some on the HEXACO questionnaires as predictors of GPA (e.g.,
De Vries, De Vries, & Born, 2011; McAbee, Oswald, & Connelly,
2014). Validity coefficients for Conscientiousness have been consis-
tently found to be around 0.2, whereas validities for other domains
have generally failed to meet acceptable levels of statistical signifi-
cance (McAbee and Oswald, 2013). We applied bifactor models es-
timating the domain, evaluation, and acquiescence factors described
above to data from three different questionnaires – the NEO-FFI-3
(Costa and McCrae, 1992), the HEXACO (Lee and Ashton, 2004),
and the Big Five Inventory revised edition (BFI-2) (Soto & John,
2017). We compared simple and multiple-regression validities pre-
dicting GPA from summated scale scores – measures based on the cor-
related factors models of the questionnaires – with validities from fac-
tor scores computed from applying bifactor models to the same data.
We included Structural Equation Model (SEM) estimates of validities
in the comparisons.

Based on the previous research cited above, it was our belief that
a measure based on the evaluation factor from bifactor models would
represent overall affect levels of respondents. Although less com

1 We would like to thank two anonymous reviewers for suggesting that the
emphasis be on a general factor and an acquiescence factor.

monly studied as predictors of GPA than measures of the Big Five
or HEXACO domains, measures of affect have been found to demon-
strate non-trivial relations with academic performance outcomes. For
instance, in a meta-analysis of individual difference predictors of
GPA, Richardson et al. (2012) reported that both optimism and
self-esteem were positively related to GPA ( = 0.11 [95%CI = 0.03,
0.17], and 0.09 [95%CI = 0.05, 0.13], respectively). Moreover, the
mean observed correlation for depression with GPA was −0.10
[95%CI = −0.17, 0.02], although this effect was not statistically sig-
nificant (k = 17, N = 6335). In addition to the above research, there is
evidence of the validity of respondent self-concept, particularly core
self-evaluation, for prediction of academic performance (Judge, Erez,
Bono, & Thoresen, 2002). Core self-evaluation has been found to pos-
itively correlate with both job satisfaction and life satisfaction (Judge,
Erez, Bono, & Thoresen, 2003), which in turn are related to individual
differences in affective states (e.g., Judge and Ilies, 2004).

One reason that positive affect might positively relate to acade-
mic performance outcomes is through the role of positive emotions
in fostering engagement with the learning environment. According
to Fredrickson (2004) Broaden and Build Theory, positive emotions
broaden one’s mindset, which increases the physical, social, and psy-
chological resources available for people to improve their well-be-
ing and productivity. As an example of evidence supporting this posi-
tive emotion theory, in a comprehensive meta-analysis, Lyubomirsky,
King, and Diener (2005) found that positive affect predicts a variety
of desirable outcomes including job success, life happiness, and effec-
tive leadership. Other evidence suggests that core self-evaluation as
measured by the Core Self-evaluation Scale (CSES; Bono and Judge,
2003; Chang, Ferris, Johnson, Rosen, & Tan, 2012; Judge et al., 2003)
is positively related to job performance. These results all support the
expectation that measures of affect—such as that represented by the
evaluation factor estimated from bifactor models of the Big Five or
HEXACO questionnaires – would be positively related to GPA.

Regarding the acquiescence factor, we are not aware of any re-
search on direct associations between acquiescence in personality rat-
ing and GPA. There is, however, some research suggesting that cog-
nitive ability is negatively related to acquiescence measured using
a factor similar to the factor measured in this study (Lechner and
Rammstedt, 2015; Zhou & McClendon, 1999). Based on these results
we expect that GPA would be negatively related to the acquiescence
factor.

Because the results discussed above suggest that the Big Five and
HEXACO item responses are likely influenced by multiple respon-
dent characteristics including domain, evaluative, and acquiescent ten-
dencies, it follows that scale scores based on summing or averag-
ing those responses may also be influenced by the same tendencies.
Thus, it is possible that relations between GPA and the Big Five or
HEXACO domain summated scales in previous studies have been
contaminated by the evaluative and acquiescence influences on the
summated scales thought to be primarily measuring domain-relevant
variance. The consequences of controlling for those newly identified
influences would depend on how each was independently related to
GPA. If there were no relationship of GPA to the evaluative or acqui-
escence factors, then their presence as contaminating influences would
simply act as “noise” to reduce the absolute magnitude of domain va-
lidities and controlling for these influences would result in positive
validities becoming more positive and negative validities becoming
more negative. On the other hand, if GPA were positively related to
one or both extra factors, then controlling for these influences would
result in validity of all measures of the domains becoming more nega-
tive than validities estimated without controlling for them.
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2. Method

2.1. Samples

Data for the NEO-FFI-3, HEXACO-PI-R, BFI-2, and official col-
lege GPAs were obtained from undergraduates at a medium-sized
Southeastern public university in the U.S. The data were collected as
three samples. The first sample was 73.3% female, and 69.0% White,
12.1% Black, and 18.9% other or declined to state. Mean age of Sam-
ple 1 was 19.91years (SD = 4.11). The second sample, from the same
university, consisted of students who were not part of Sample 1, was
73.1% female, and 79.9% White, 12.2% Black, and 7.7% other or de-
clined. Mean age for Sample 2 was 20.09 (SD = 4.53). The third sam-
ple, again from the same university, contained students who were not
part of Sample 1 nor of Sample 2. Sample 3 was 79.7% female, and
80.3% White, 11.1% Black and 8.6% other or declined to state. Mean
age for Sample 3 was 24.05 (SD = 3.81). Sample sizes were deter-
mined by availability of respondents.

We created four datasets from the three samples. In Sample 1,
respondents took either the 60-item NEO-FFI-3, the 100-item
HEXACO-PI-R, or both. Dataset 1A from Sample 1 contained data
from 1377 respondents who took the NEO-FFI-3 questionnaire.
Dataset 1B from the same sample consisted of 1597 respondents who
took the 100-item HEXACO questionnaire. These datasets included
1307 respondents who took both questionnaires. Dataset 2 consisted
of all 763 members of Sample 2, who took the 60-item HEXACO
questionnaire. Dataset 3 consisted of all 916 members of Sample 3,
who took the 60-item BFI-2 questionnaire.

Although there was considerable overlap between membership in
Dataset 1A and 1B, Dataset 1B was used only for cross-validation of
the results from Dataset 2 and was not treated as a primary dataset
for evaluation of validities of the questionnaires. Thus, validities were
evaluated separately on different respondents in Datasets 1A
(NEO-FFI-3), 2 (HEXACO-60), and 3 (BFI-2), respectively.

2.2. Measures

The questionnaires were online versions of the NEO-FFI-3
(Dataset 1A; Costa and McCrae, 1992), the 100-item HEXACO-PI-R
(Dataset 1B; Lee and Ashton, 2004), the 60-item HEXACO-PI-R
(Dataset 2; Lee and Ashton, 2004), and the BFI-2 (Dataset 3; Soto
& John, 2017). Only the 60 items comprising the HEXACO-60 from
the 100-item HEXACO-PI-R were analyzed. Participants were given
no incentive or instructions to fake good or bad nor was any positive
or negative outcome associated with responses to the questionnaires
mentioned to participants. All items were answered on a 7-point scale
for accuracy of self-description (1 = completely inaccurate, 7= com-
pletely accurate). Items from the Neuroticism (NEO-FFI-3), Emo-
tionality (HEXACO-PI-R), or Negative Emotionality (BFI-2) domains
were reverse scored such that higher scores within each domain rep-
resented lower levels of these traits. Thus, rev-Neuroticism, rev-Emo-
tionality, or rev-Negative Emotionality was the attribute represented
by these items. For all domains, negatively-keyed items, i.e., items
for which agreement would indicate less of the attribute, were re-
verse scored. Thus, for all domains, higher scores on items indicate
greater amounts of the domain attribute and more positive self-evalu

ation. Internal consistency (α) reliabilities of summated scales are re-
ported in Tables 1–4. Cumulative GPAs were obtained with students’
permission from official college records at the end of the semester in
which respondents took the personality questionnaire(s).

2.3. Analysis

We used both EFA and CFA models in the analyses that follow.
We performed EFA using the Exploratory Structural Equation Mod-
eling (ESEM) procedure within Mplus in the belief that “… EFA
usually results in more exact estimates of the true population values
for the latent factor correlations than CFA” (Morin, Arens, & Marsh,
2016, p. 119). In addition to the reported superiority of EFA models
in general, EFA was particularly important here because it could be
argued that loadings on general factors in CFA models were simply
substitutes for multiple cross-loadings that would be present in EFA
models, i.e., that the general factor is simply capturing variance across
domains that would otherwise be captured by cross loadings. Thus,
we wanted to provide evidence for the existence and utility of general
factors in models in which estimates of cross loadings were also ob-
tained. At the same time, to evaluate the suggestion (cf. Asparouhov
& Muthén, 2009) that CFA may force a researcher to specify a more
parsimonious model than is suitable for the data, we were interested in
the robustness of our findings with respect to the restrictions on load-
ings imposed in CFA. For these reasons CFA models were also ap-
plied. Results for all EFA and ESEM analyses are reported in the man-
uscript, and results of all CFA analyses are available in online supple-
mentary tables.

We employed bifactor modeling techniques similar to those de-
scribed in Biderman et al. (2018) (see also Arias et al., 2018) for all
analyses. Specifically, an ESEM was applied to the data of each ques-
tionnaire (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2009; Browne, 2001; Marsh et al.,
2010). We note that since each item could differ from every other item
in both domain and evaluative content as well as keying direction, it
would be very difficult to create parcels that were homogenous with
respect to both domain and evaluative content as well as keying. For
this reason, we applied the model to individual item responses. We
modeled distinct factors for each of the five or six domains of the
Big Five or HEXACO models, respectively. In addition to these do-
main factors, we included two additional factors in each model, which
were rotated to an evaluation factor and an acquiescence factor. Thus,
seven factors were estimated from the Big Five NEO-FFI-3 and BFI-2
data, and eight factors were estimated from the HEXACO data, re-
spectively. For each model, all factors were estimated to be orthogonal
as is common practice in applying bifactor models to personality data
(see Morin et al., 2016; Reise, 2012).

A targeted rotation was applied to each solution (Browne, 2001).
For the domain factors, loadings of items written to represent a do-
main were estimated freely on the primary domain factor but targeted
at zero for all other non-primary domain factors. For example, Ex-
traversion items were allowed to load freely on the Extraversion fac-
tor but targeted at zero on the other domain factors. Note that tar-
geting estimates at a specific value did not set those values as fixed;
rather estimates were allowed to vary about the targeted value. For the
evaluation factor, loadings of all items after reverse-scoring the nega-
tively keyed items were estimated freely. For the acquiescence factor,
loadings of all positively keyed items were estimated targeted at 0.20,
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Table 1
Correlations between NEO-FFI-3 scale and factor scores from bifactor model estimating evaluation and acquiescence factors (Dataset 1A).

Mean SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14.

Scale Scores
1. Extraversion 4.69 0.85 0.85 0.26 0.34 0.37 0.03 0.68 0.22 0.82 0.01 −0.02 0.12 −0.05 0.60 0.13
2. Agreeableness 4.95 0.78 0.79 0.31 0.17 0.20 0.63 −0.33 0.02 0.83 −0.01 −0.05 0.12 0.54 −0.17
3. Conscientiousness 4.83 0.86 0.87 0.36 0.01 0.69 0.22 −0.05 0.01 0.76 0.09 −0.06 0.71 0.07
4. Rev. Neuroticism 3.94 0.91 0.83 −0.13 0.62 −0.22 0.12 −0.03 0.09 0.87 −0.09 0.44 −0.17
5. Openness 4.71 0.81 0.78 0.35 0.11 −0.04 0.06 −0.10 −0.16 0.95 0.19 0.08
6. Evaluation1 4.62 0.50 0.88 0.00 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.32 0.27 0.83 −0.02
7. Acquiescence2 0.28 0.65 0.70 0.12 −0.31 0.16 −0.22 0.04 0.12 0.91

Factor Scores
8. Extraversion – – 0.88 −0.02 −0.10 0.05 −0.04 0.09 0.04
9. Agreeableness – – 0.85 −0.06 −0.05 0.02 0.08 −0.07
10. Conscientiousness – – 0.85 0.04 −0.05 0.13 0.01
11. Rev. Neuroticism – – 0.90 −0.02 0.04 −0.08
12. Openness – – 0.89 0.04 0.03
13. Evaluation – – 0.93 0.04
14. Acquiescence – – 0.88

Note. N = 1377. Boldfaced estimates are significantly different from zero, p< .05. Rev. = reverse coded. Diagonal elements in italics are coefficient alphas for scale scores and factor
determinacies for factor scores. All loadings estimated freely on Evaluation factor. Positively keyed item loadings targeted at +0.2 and reverse−scored negatively keyed item loadings
targeted at −0.2 on Acquiescence factor.
1 Average of all items after reverse coding of negatively keyed items.
2 Average of all items prior to reverse coding.

while loadings of all reverse-scored negatively keyed items were esti-
mated targeted at −0.20.2

The full-length versions of the HEXACO-PI-R and NEO-PI-R
each contain four or six facets per domain, respectively. We identified
items within facets in the 60-item versions of these scales using infor-
mation from the longer scales. In order to better represent the potential
for dependencies among items from the same facet within each short-
ened scale, we let the residuals of each pair of items from the same
facet correlate. This process was identical to that employed by Marsh
et al. (2010) for the NEO-FFI questionnaire. The models for the BFI-2
(Soto & John, 2017) which contains three facets for each domain al-
lowed residuals of all items within the same facet within each domain
to be correlated. No across-facets or across-domains residual correla-
tions were estimated in any model.3 The model without residuals is
shown in Fig. 1.

Summated scale scores for each domain were computed. Fac-
tor scores from the ESEM models were computed using the regres-
sion method in Mplus Version 8 (Müthén and Müthén 1998-2017).
In addition to domain summated scores, two additional summated
scores were computed. The first was the mean of all items in each
questionnaire after the above-mentioned reverse scoring of the neg-
atively-keyed items. This score is analogous to the total score com-
puted from

2 As a sensitivity analysis on the appropriateness of 0.2 and −0.2 targets, we
investigated the robustness of the results presented here when target values on the
acquiescence factor were ±0.1 through 1.0. The results in Tables 5 and 6 were
essentially the same for all choices of targeting value for the acquiescence factor.
We chose ±0.2 as the target values to be close to the mean of loadings of items on
the general factor, a value that might be expected of secondary loadings of items
on a factor.
3 It is possible to account for correlations among items from the same facet with
separate facet factors rather than with correlated residuals. While models with facet
factors rather than correlated residuals create more parsimonious CFA models,
the opposite is true for EFA models, since the loading of every questionnaire
item on every factor must be estimated. Adding facet factors to the EFA models
would have resulted in a very large number of parameters to be estimated. We
acknowledge the importance of modeling the domain∼facet relations in these
models; however, we felt that the complexity of such models was beyond the scope
of the present research.

multidimensional questionnaires designed to measure one general
characteristics (e.g., Rodriguez, Reise, & Haviland, 2016). It is herein
referred to as the summated evaluation score. The second summated
score was the mean of all items prior to reverse-scoring of the nega-
tively-keyed items. This variable has been used as a measure of acqui-
escence (e.g., Danner, Aichholzer, & Rammstedte, 2015). It is herein
referred to as the summated acquiescence score. Both were computed
to explore the extent to which they were related to the evaluation and
acquiescence factor scores computed for this research.

We applied the bifactor model to each primary dataset, computed
factor scores, and entered the factor scores for the domain, evaluation,
and acquiescence factors into a statistical package. Summated score
and factor score simple and multiple regression validity coefficients
were computed using the statistical package. We applied final esti-
mates obtained from application of the ESEM model to Dataset 2 to
the data from Dataset 1B to compute factor scores from that dataset.
These factor scores were then used to predict GPA, and the validity
results were compared with the results from Dataset 2 for the purposes
of cross-validation. For the multiple regression results, we compared
multiple regression models using summated scores as predictors, mod-
els using factor scores as predictors, and ESEM models using Mplus.

3. Results

Tables 1–3 present correlations among summated scales and fac-
tor scores for Datasets 1A, 2, and 3, respectively, along with relia-
bility estimates for summated scales and factor determinacy values
for factor scores. Table 4 presents correlations of summated scales
from Dataset 1B with cross-validated factor scores computed using
final estimates obtained from application of the bifactor model to
Dataset 2. All of the domain summated scale reliability estimates were
larger than 0.76, and all of the factor score determinacies were larger
than 0.79. All of the convergent validities of domain summated scale
scores with their corresponding factor scores in Tables 1–4 were pos-
itive and larger than 0.70. The convergent validities of summated
evaluation scores with the evaluation factor scores were larger than
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Table 2
Correlations between HEXACO scale and factor scores from bifactor model estimating evaluation and acquiescence factors (Dataset 2).

Mean SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16.

Scale Scores
1. Extraversion 4.54 0.89 0.82 0.17 0.21 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.52 0.23 0.76 −0.07 0.01 0.08 −0.01 −0.16 0.66 0.13
2. Agreeableness 4.26 0.84 0.77 0.09 0.01 0.09 0.31 0.55 0.10 0.00 0.89 −0.05 0.00 0.06 0.16 0.40 0.04
3. Conscientiousness 4.77 0.83 0.79 −0.05 0.12 0.28 0.54 −0.13 0.00 −0.04 0.91 −0.07 0.06 0.08 0.42 −0.11
4. Rev. Emotionality 3.44 0.93 0.81 0.06 −0.10 0.38 −0.25 0.04 −0.01 −0.06 0.96 0.03 −0.08 0.09 −0.15
5. Openness 4.31 0.98 0.80 0.05 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.97 0.03 0.05 −0.02
6. Honesty-Humility 4.54 0.84 0.72 0.50 −0.11 −0.16 0.17 0.14 −0.11 0.01 0.84 0.37 −0.08
7. Evaluation1 4.31 0.44 0.81 −0.05 0.22 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.42 0.28 0.66 −0.06
8. Acquiescence2 0.12 0.67 0.67 0.18 0.04 −0.07 −0.14 0.03 −0.05 0.03 0.95

Factor Scores
9. Extraversion – – 0.88 0.00 −0.02 −0.01 0.01 −0.09 0.08 0.04
10. Agreeableness – – 0.84 −0.06 −0.02 0.02 0.10 0.04 −0.02
11. Conscientiousness – – 0.91 −0.04 0.03 0.05 0.07 −0.02
12. Rev. Emotionality – – 0.89 0.02 −0.04 0.03 −0.03
13. Openness – – 0.91 0.02 −0.01 0.00
14. Honesty−Humility – – 0.79 0.03 −0.01
15. Evaluation – – 0.92 0.01
16. Acquiescence – – 0.90

Note. N = 763. Boldfaced estimates are significantly different from zero, p< .05. Rev. = reverse coded. Diagonal elements in italics are coefficient alphas for scale scores and factor determinacies for factor scores. All loadings estimated freely on
Evaluation factor. Positively keyed item loadings targeted at +0.2 and reverse-scored negatively keyed item loadings targeted at −0.2 on Acquiescence factor.
1 Average of all items after reverse coding of negatively keyed items.
2 Average of all items prior to reverse coding.
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Table 3
Correlations between BFI-2 scale and factor scores from bifactor model estimating evaluation and acquiescence factors (Dataset 3).

Mean SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14.

Scale Scores
1. Extraversion 4.49 0.88 0.84 0.18 0.27 0.33 0.22 0.64 0.17 0.85 −0.06 0.01 0.10 0.07 0.48 0.04
2. Agreeableness 5.01 0.77 0.81 0.39 0.24 0.25 0.63 0.04 −0.05 0.79 −0.02 0.01 0.06 0.62 −0.05
3. Conscientiousness 4.82 0.89 0.88 0.33 0.15 0.69 −0.01 −0.06 0.01 0.71 0.04 −0.06 0.74 −0.07
4. Rev. Negative

Emotionality
4.12 0.95 0.88 0.05 0.65 −0.10 0.10 0.00 0.03 0.89 −0.06 0.45 −0.09

5. Openness 4.80 0.88 0.85 0.53 0.18 0.04 0.03 −0.05 −0.06 0.93 0.36 0.06
6. Evaluation1 4.65 0.55 0.90 0.08 0.29 0.21 0.22 0.34 0.30 0.84 −0.03
7. Acquiescence2 0.46 0.67 0.72 0.10 −0.02 −0.15 −0.14 0.06 0.22 0.96

Factor Scores
8. Extraversion – – 0.90 −0.03 −0.03 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.02
9. Agreeableness – – 0.87 −0.07 −0.04 −0.01 0.10 −0.02
10. Conscientiousness – – 0.84 −0.01 −0.05 0.11 −0.06
11. Rev. Negative

Emotionality
– – 0.90 −0.04 0.06 −0.05

12. Openness – – 0.87 0.05 −0.01
13. Evaluation – – 0.93 0.06
14. Acquiescence – – 0.92

Note. N = 916. Boldfaced estimates are significantly different from zero, p< .05. Rev. = reverse coded. Diagonal elements in italics are coefficient alphas for scale scores and factor
determinacies for factor scores. All loadings estimated freely on Evaluation factor. Positively keyed item loadings targeted at + 0.2 and reverse-scored negatively keyed item loadings
targeted at −0.2 on Acquiescence factor.
1 Average of all items after reverse coding of negatively keyed items.
2 Average of all items prior to reverse coding.

0.66 across all datasets. Convergent validities of summated acquies-
cence scores with acquiescence factor scores were larger than 0.90.

Goodness-of-fit estimates and ESEM item factor loadings for all
datasets are available in the online supplemental materials. ESEM
goodness-of-fit values were uniformly acceptable with the largest
RMSEA value equal 0.035 with 95% confidence limits of 0.033 and
0.037, the smallest CFI value equal 0.922, and the largest SRMR
value equal 0.027. Chi-square difference tests indicated that beginning
with a base model consisting of only domain factors, adding one or
two additional factors resulted in significant improvements in good-
ness-of-fit.

Table 5 presents simple validity coefficients of summated scale
scores and factor scores from the four datasets. Two general results are
associated with the validities of the new factors estimated here – the
evaluation factor and the acquiescence factor. First, the validity coeffi-
cient of the evaluation factor was positive and statistically significant
for each dataset. For Datasets 1A, 2, and 3, the validity coefficients of
the general factor were 0.20, 0.15, and 0.20, respectively, second to
that of Conscientiousness for the Dataset 1A NEO-FFI-3 and Dataset
2 HEXACO 60 and largest for the Data 3 BFI-2. This result replicates
previous research that variables representing affect are positive pre-
dictors of GPA (Richardson et al., 2012).

Second, the results of Table 5 show that the acquiescence factor by
itself is a weak predictor of GPA. Although all validities were slightly
negative, only the result from Dataset 3 met current standards of sta-
tistical significance. These results are not as strong as those of previ-
ous studies (e.g., Lechner and Rammstedt, 2015; Zhou & McClendon,
1999) who found negative relations between cognitive ability and ac-
quiescence. One possible reason may be that since GPA is dependent
on factors other than cognitive ability, the smaller relations observed
here may be due to the influence of those other factors.

The results in Table 5 also show that validity estimates of the Big
Five and HEXACO domains depend on whether the evaluation and
acquiescence factors were estimated. In the table, 15 of the 16 factor
scores domain simple validity coefficients from Datasets 1A, 2, and
3 were more negative than their summated scale counterparts. All 15

negative differences were statistically significant (p< .05) using Meng,
Rosenthal, and Rubin (1992) test for dependent correlations. This re-
sult is consistent with what would be expected after controlling for the
evaluation and acquiescence factors if the validity of the evaluation
factor were positive and the validity of the acquiescence factor nearly
zero.

Correlations from the evaluation and acquiescence factors com-
puted from the ESEM model are in the last set of validities for each
dataset. Those validities were quite similar to the factor score validi-
ties.

The last line of Table 5 presents simple validity coefficients of
cross validated factor scores from data of Dataset 1B computed us-
ing final estimates obtained from applying bifactor model to Dataset
2. These follow the profile of validities of factor scores from Dataset
2. Moreover, as in the primary datasets, the simple validity of the
cross-validated evaluation factor was positive (p< .001), second in
size only to that of Conscientiousness. There was a small negative
correlation between GPA and the cross validated acquiescence factor
scores (p < .01).

The validities of the summated evaluation scores and the sum-
mated acquiescence scores were both comparable to those of the re-
spective factor scores. For the summated evaluation scores, corre-
sponding to the evaluation factor scores, the validities for the three
samples were 0.15, 0.16, and 0.13 (p< .001 for each) for Datasets 1A,
2, and 3, respectively. For the summated acquiescence scores, corre-
sponding to the acquiescence factor scores, the validities were 0.01,
−0.02, and −0.05 (p> .05 for each), respectively.

Table 6 presents scale score, factor score, and ESEM multiple re-
gression results for the three primary datasets. As was the case for
simple validities, the partial regression coefficient for factor scores
of the evaluation factor was statistically significant and positive for
each questionnaire and was the largest factor score partial regression
coefficient in Dataset 1 (NEO-FFI-3) and Dataset 3 (BFI-2). Thus,
the evaluation factor exhibited not only simple validity but also pro-
vided incremental validity over all the domain factor scores in predict-
ing GPA for each dataset. Comparison of individual domain partial
regression coefficients of summated scales vs. those of factor scores
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Table 4
Correlations among HEXACO scale scores and cross-validated factor scores computed using Dataset 2 estimates for model estimating evaluation and acquiescence factors (Dataset 1B).

Mean SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16.

Scale Scores
1. Extraversion 4.47 0.91 0.82 0.18 0.21 0.13 0.03 0.06 0.53 0.18 0.80 −0.04 0.02 0.07 0.00 −0.12 0.68 0.14
2. Agreeableness 4.20 0.81 0.77 0.16 0.12 0.15 0.32 0.61 0.01 −0.02 0.89 0.03 0.09 0.12 0.16 0.44 0.05
3. Conscientiousness 4.69 0.85 0.81 −0.09 0.10 0.29 0.53 −0.15 0.04 0.03 0.92 −0.11 0.08 0.12 0.42 −0.05
4. Rev. Emotionality 3.44 0.90 0.79 0.05 −0.05 0.39 −0.09 0.03 0.08 −0.11 0.96 0.00 −0.04 0.13 −0.06
5. Openness 4.24 0.93 0.77 0.14 0.49 −0.02 0.00 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.97 0.11 0.09 0.02
6. Honesty-Humility 4.44 0.86 0.74 0.55 −0.21 −0.06 0.20 0.18 −0.09 0.12 0.85 0.35 −0.09
7. Evaluation1 4.25 0.45 0.83 −0.09 0.27 0.38 0.34 0.32 0.43 0.34 0.68 0.00
8. Acquiescence2 −0.08 0.28 0.51 0.16 0.00 −0.07 0.00 −0.01 −0.15 −0.04 0.95

Factor Scores
9. Extraversion – – 0.88 −0.04 0.00 −0.03 0.00 −0.05 0.18 0.07
10. Agreeableness – – 0.84 0.00 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.00
11. Conscientiousness – – 0.87 −0.09 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.03
12. Rev. Emotionality – – 0.89 −0.04 −0.03 0.07 0.03
13. Openness – – 0.91 0.11 0.04 0.02
14. Honesty-Humility – – 0.79 0.04 −0.04
15. Evaluation – – 0.92 0.03
16. Acquiescence – – 0.90

Note. N = 1597. Boldfaced estimates are significantly different from zero, p< .05. Rev. = reverse coded. Diagonal elements in italics are coefficient alphas for scale scores and factor determinacies for factor scores. To obtain cross-validated factor
scores, the bifactor model was applied to Dataset 2. Final estimates from that application were then used to compute factor scores for Dataset 1B for the correlations shown in the table.
1 Average of all items after reverse coding of negatively keyed items.
2 Average of all items prior to reverse coding.
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Fig. 1. Bifactor model applied to Big Five questionnaire.

Table 5
Validity coefficients predicting GPA from scale scores, factor scores, and cross-validated factor scores from the primary datasets.

Extraversion Agreeableness Conscientiousness
Rev. Neuroticism
/Emotionality Openness

Honesty-
Humility Evaluation Acquiescence

Dataset 1A (N = 1377)
NEO Scale Scores 0.03 0.14c 0.23c 0.02 0.02
NEO Factor Scores −0.09b 0.00 0.18c −0.09b 0.00 0.20c −0.01
NEO ESEM −0.10b −0.02 0.17c −0.12c −0.01 0.21c −0.03

Dataset 2 (N = 763)
HEXACO 60 Scale

Scores
0.08a 0.01 0.28c −0.04 0.03 0.12b

HEXACO 60 Factor
Scores

−0.03 −0.05 0.24c −0.03 0.01 0.07 0.15c −0.02

HEXACO 60 ESEM −0.03 −0.06 0.26c −0.03 0.01 0.08 0.15c −0.02

Dataset 3 (N = 916)
BFI Scale Scores −0.01 0.10b 0.25c 0.02 0.05
BFI Factor Scores −0.08a −0.01 0.17c −0.07a −0.01 0.20c −0.07a

BFI ESEM −0.10b −0.04 0.16c −0.10b −0.02 0.22c −0.08a

Dataset 1B (N = 1597) −0.06a −0.04 0.25c −0.09c 0.01 0.11c 0.12c −0.04b

HEXACO 60
Cross-validated
Factor Scores

Note. Boldfaced estimates are significantly different from each other, p< .05. To obtain cross-validated factor scores for the last line of the table, the bifactor model was applied to
Dataset 2. Final estimates from that application were then used to compute factor scores from the data of Dataset 1B.
a p< .05.
b p< .01.
c p< .001.

yielded the same pattern of results as did comparison of simple validi-
ties: Thirteen of 16 coefficients of the domain factor scores were more
negative than their respective domain summated scales (two-sided
p< .05 for a null hypothesis of probability = 0.5, N = 16).

Comparison of adjusted Multiple Rs of the scale score regressions
and factor score regressions yielded small differences. The main dif-
ference between the two regressions was in the allocation of unique
validity across the various predictors. The factor scores regressions
showed that the characteristic represented by the evaluation factor is
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Table 6
Multiple-regression partial regression coefficients from the primary datasets.

Extraversion Agreeableness Conscientiousness
Rev. Neuroticism/
Emotionality Openness

Honesty-
Humility Evaluation Acquiescence

Adj.
R

Dataset 1A
(N = 1377)

NEO Scale
Scores

−0.05 0.08b 0.25c −0.07 0.00 0.25

NEO Factor
Scores

−0.08b −0.01 0.15c −0.10c −0.01 0.19c −0.02 0.27

NEO ESEM −0.10 −0.02 0.17c −0.12c −0.01 0.21c −0.03 0.31

Dataset 2
(N = 763)

0.00 0.05 0.28

HEX 60 Scale
Scores

0.03 −0.04 0.26c −0.03

HEX 60 Factor
Scores

−0.03 −0.05 0.23c −0.03 0.01 0.04 0.14c −0.02 0.27

HEXACO
ESEM

−0.03 −0.06 0.27c −0.03 0.01 0.08 0.15b −0.02 0.31

Dataset 3
(N = 916)

−0.07a 0.01 0.28c −0.06 0.02 0.26

BFI Scale
Scores

BFI Factor
Scores

−0.08b −0.03 0.14c −0.09b − 0.02 0.20c −0.07a 0.27

BFI ESEM −0.10b −0.04 0.17c −0.10b −0.02 0.21c −0.08a 0.31

Note.
a p< .05.
b p< .01.
c p< .001.

uniquely related to GPA and that estimating this characteristic
changed the estimates of how measures of the domains are related to
the criterion.

Table 6 also presents results of ESEM regressions conducted
within Mplus. The profiles of results of these regressions were quite
similar to the factor score regressions. Not surprisingly, all coeffi-
cients in the ESEM regressions were more extreme – positive coef-
ficients were larger and negative coefficients were more negative –
than their factor score counterparts, consistent with the corrections for
measurement error inherent to SEM. Finally, multiple R values for
the ESEM analyses were larger than the factor score analyses. These
differences are expected given that a small amount of indeterminacy
is associated with factor scores that reduces the strengths of relations
with other variables.

To test the limits of the extent to which estimates from Dataset
2 cross-validated to predictions based on multiple regressions, fac-
tor score multiple regression equation coefficients from the Dataset
2 analysis were used with the cross-validated factor scores computed
from the data of Dataset 1B using Dataset 2 final estimates in a mul-
tiple regression analysis. This resulted in a two-step cross-validation
– two-step because cross-validated regression equation coefficients
were used with cross-validated factor scores. Since the cross-validated
prediction equation was not optimized for the data to which it was
applied, unadjusted Multiple Rs were compared. The unadjusted fac-
tor score Multiple R for Dataset 2 was 0.29. The unadjusted two-step
cross-validated factor score Multiple R for Dataset 1B was 0.30. These
results suggest that the parameter estimates and regression equations
from application of the bifactor model to one dataset can be used
to create factor scores and regression equations in another holdout
dataset that are essentially as predictive of a criterion as the factor
scores in the original dataset, further increasing our confidence in the
models applied.

3.0.1. CFA Analyses.

As mentioned above, as a check on the robustness of the results
with respect to type of factor analytic model applied to the data, all of
the above analyses were replicated using CFA models. Factor scores
from the CFA models were analyzed in the same way as factor scores
from the ESEM models. Traditional SEM analyses based on the CFA
models were also conducted. The results of these analyses virtually
mirror those in Tables 5 and 6, thus no elaboration of these analyses
will be presented here (see supplemental tables).

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the implications of the use of fac-
tors from bifactor models of Big Five and HEXACO data in predic-
tion of GPA. We estimated bifactor models which included an evalua-
tion factor representing tendency to agree with all items in a question-
naire after the negatively-keyed had been reverse-scored and an acqui-
escence factor representing the difference in agreement with positively
keyed items and reverse-scored negatively keyed items. We found that
the evaluation factor positively predicted GPA. Moreover, the evalua-
tion factor exhibited incremental validity over factors representing all
of the Big Five or HEXACO domains and acquiescence. The acqui-
escence factor, on the other hand, exhibited weak simple and incre-
mental validity relations with GPA. The results were replicated across
three different samples and questionnaires suggesting that the evalu-
ation factor in these models is a valid predictor of academic perfor-
mance as represented by GPA.

We note that the characteristic represented the evaluation factor is
a hidden aspect of the Big Five and HEXACO questionnaires. It is in-
dicated by content found in varying degrees in all of the items rather
than by a separate, identifiable set of items. Thus, the evaluation fac
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tor represents a relatively unobtrusive aspect of item content, one
that respondents may not recognize as they respond to Big Five or
HEXACO items. A summated score analog of the evaluation factor
– the mean of items after reverse-scoring the negatively-keyed items
– was correlated highly with the evaluation factor and also a mod-
est predictor of the criterion used here. We argue, though, that analy-
ses based on the evaluation factor from the bifactor model – factor
scores or ESEM – are ultimately more useful. First, the usefulness of
the summated evaluation variable as an estimate of the evaluation fac-
tor depends on the questionnaire items partitioning in approximately
equal numbers into orthogonal domains. Without equal numbers of
items in orthogonal domains these score values would be confounded
with item domain content. Second, the summated evaluation variable
would not be usable in a multiple regression analysis involving the
summated domain scores since it is strongly correlated with each do-
main summated scale and is linearly dependent on the sum of those
scores. The evaluation factor, on the other hand, is estimated as or-
thogonal to the domain factors and it can be included along with do-
main factors in multiple regression analyses predicting an external cri-
terion. Finally, we believe that the bifactor model’s evaluation factor
represents a specific type of item content in a way that corresponds
closely to the factor analytic theory underlying domain responses to
questionnaires such as those we investigated. Thus, the evaluation fac-
tor estimated from the bifactor model is a more useful measure than
the summated evaluation score from both a practical and theoretical
standpoint.

A byproduct of the estimation of the evaluation factor and acquies-
cence factor is that their estimation accounted for systematic variation
in items that would otherwise have been attributed to the domain fac-
tors in the analyses. This changed the estimates of the domain factors,
resulting in those factors representing a relatively greater proportion of
domain content of items. The result was that the bifactor model mea-
sures of the domains exhibited validities different from validities of
measures of the same domains using summated scale scores. Because
the contaminating influence on each response was positively related to
GPA, removing that influence resulted in domain factor scores from
the bifactor model being more negatively correlated with the GPA cri-
terion than the original summated domain scores in 15 of 16 compar-
isons across three questionnaires.

Although the validity of Conscientiousness became less positive
after controlling for the evaluation and acquiescence factors across
three different questionnaires and samples, our results suggest that
GPA remains positively and uniquely related to Conscientiousness.
Our expectation is that Conscientiousness will continue to be a sig-
nificant positive predictor of other, non-academic criteria even after
controlling for the evaluative content of summated scale measures, al-
though the effect of our modeling procedures on the validity of facets
of Conscientiousness remains to be examined. (e.g., Dudley, Orvis,
Lebiecki, & Cortina, 2006). While affirming the validity of Conscien-
tiousness, our results yielded a different conclusion regarding the esti-
mated validity of the other Big Five domains. After partialling the ef-
fects of the evaluation and acquiescence factors, all domain validities
remained so close to zero that based on these results, none would be
strongly recommended for prediction of GPA.

The fact that the evaluation factor itself was a valid positive pre-
dictor of GPA for all three questionnaires has implications for differ-
ences in validity of summated scales across questionnaires. Specifi-
cally, variation in the amount of evaluative content of items in dif-
ferent questionnaires may explain some of the variation in valid-
ity for predicting GPA of domains measured using summated scales
(McAbee and Oswald, 2013). Based on our results, validities of do-
main summated scales consisting of items with greater evaluative

content would be expected to be more positive than those in whose
items evaluative content was minimal.

In the present study, the model applied to the data was similar to
the model applied by Biderman et al. (2018) but different in specifics
of the general factors. Biderman et al. (2018) estimated three factors
– a general factor, a factor indicated freely by positively-keyed items
and a factor indicated freely by negatively-keyed items. They aver-
aged factor scores of the three factors into a variable that they labelled
an affect composite. In the present study we estimated a model includ-
ing a general factor as in Biderman et al. (2018) but estimated only
one additional factor representing differences in agreement with posi-
tively-keyed vs negatively-keyed items. To provide an indication that
the model applied here yielded results that were essentially the same
as results that would have been obtained if the model of Biderman et
al. (2018) had been applied, we computed the affect composite of the
Biderman et al. (2018) models. That composite was very highly corre-
lated with the evaluation factor in this study, with correlations of 0.96,
0.91, and 0.69 for Datasets 1A, 2, and 3, respectively. We also esti-
mated a factor indicated freely by positively-keyed items and one in-
dicated freely by negatively-keyed items and computed a difference
variable that was the difference between the positive keying and neg-
ative keying factor scores. That difference variable was highly corre-
lated with the acquiescence factor scores estimated here. The correla-
tions across samples 1A, 2, and 3 were 0.97, 0.99, and 0.95, respec-
tively. Finally, the analyses reported in Tables 5 and 6 were replicated
using the Biderman et al. (2018) model. Those results, in the supple-
mentary materials, are essentially identical to those in Tables 5 and
6. Thus, we are confident that the evaluation factor estimated in this
study represents the same characteristic as the affect composite stud-
ied by Biderman et al. (2018), and that the acquiescence factor esti-
mated here is essentially the difference between the two keying factors
estimated in the previous study.4

We used the final estimates from application of the model to
Dataset 2 to create factor scores from Dataset 1B. Those cross-vali-
dated factor scores yielded a pattern of simple validities with the crite-
rion that was quite similar to the pattern shown in the original Dataset
2. In addition, we performed a multiple regression of the criterion
onto the factor scores from the original Dataset 2 and used the coef-
ficients from that regression analysis in a separate multiple regression
of the criterion onto the cross-validated factors scores of Dataset 1B.
This two-step cross-validation yielded predictive validity for dataset
1B that was slightly larger than the original validity from dataset 2.
These results suggest that estimates from the bifactor model to one
dataset are applicable to another dataset. This raises the possibility
of publishing model estimates obtained from one application of the
model and allowing others to use those estimates to generate useful
predictions in other settings. Not only would predictions of GPA be
useful, but scores on the factors such as the evaluation factor might
be of use. For example, if subsequent research suggests that the eval-
uation factor is a measure of affect, scores of incoming students on
that factor might be an indicator of college success. Students who
score high on the evaluation factor would not only be better perform-
ing students, they would also be more likely to be effective leaders
based on results of previous studies showing that people having a

4 In application of the general + positive keying factor + negative keying factor
model we encountered a condition called factor collapse (Geiser et al., 2015;
Mansolf & Reise, 2016) in Dataset 1A and in Dataset 2. That condition was
circumvented by targeting general factor loadings at 0.1 for those two datasets. No
factor collapse was found in the evaluation factor + acquiescence factor models
whose results are reported here.
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positive affect tend to have others more likely to want to work for
them (e.g., Bono and Ilies, 2006).

4.1. Limitations and considerations for future research

4.1.1. Indeterminacy of factor size5

Although we believe there is strong evidence of the existence and
importance of a factor indicated by evaluative content of all items
within Big Five and HEXACO questionnaires, we acknowledge that
we are less sanguine about the precision with which the evaluation
factor can be estimated. A competition between the general factor and
group factors for item variance is part of the process of estimation
of loadings in bifactor models. It appears that certain profiles of item
content within specific domains have the potential to result in a phe-
nomenon called factor collapse (Geiser, Bishop, & Lockhart, 2015;
Mansolf & Reise, 2016). In such instances, loadings of all items from
a domain on the general factor are quite large at the expense of load-
ings of those items on the factor representing the domain from which
the items came –a collapse of the domain loadings into the general
factor. In such instances, relations of the general factor with external
variables would mimic those expected for the domain factor whose
loadings had been co-opted by the general factor. Although in some
instances, factor collapse is quite noticeable, it is clearly possible that
factor loadings on the general factor may be overestimated to an ex-
tent that may not be noticed.

Factor collapse can be controlled to a certain extent by targeting
loadings on the general factor to a value deemed appropriate for load-
ings of items on a secondary factor. For example, targeting loadings
of all items on the general factor at a value appropriate for a secondary
factor, say, 0.20, would very likely prevent situations in which the
loadings of items from one domain collapsed onto the general factor.
But the manipulability of loadings thorough targeting means that tar-
gets for loadings on the general factor should be used with caution
and that the researcher should be prepared to defend the targets cho-
sen. Since factor size is dependent on loading values, manipulability
of loading targets on the general factor raises means that the propor-
tion of variance accounted for by the general factor can be manipu-
lated. Such a possibility is worthy of further study but is beyond the
scope of the present study. We note that no such loading targets were
used in estimating the evaluation factor in the present study.

4.1.2. Characterizing the evaluation factor
Although the evidence presented above suggests that item eval-

uative content is the key aspect indicating the evaluation factor, we
note that factors whose indicators belong to multiple domains will re-
flect whatever content is common to those items and salient to respon-
dents. The aspect of common item content that is salient likely de-
pends on the context in which the measure is taken including any in-
structions or scenarios provided to respondents when completing per-
sonality questionnaires. For example, Anglim et al. (2017) compared
CFA models estimating a single general factor estimated from data of
the HEXACO questionnaire gathered under conditions in which there
was a strong incentive to fake good with the same models applied to
data in which there was no such incentive. These authors found that
the difference between the condition in which there was an incentive
to fake good and the condition in which there was little reason to do
so was best represented by mean differences in the general factor be-
tween conditions as opposed to mean differences in domain factors.
This result suggests that the context in which the questionnaire is ad-
ministered influences all item responses, and these influences are re

5 We thank an anonymous reviewer for bringing up this issue.

flected in the general factor in bifactor models. Research by Klehe et
al. (2012) also provided evidence from both person- and item-level
analyses that the general factor estimated from the NEO-FFI Big Five
questionnaire reflects response inflation in faking conditions. Thus,
any aspect of the context that would affect all item responses would
affect the nature of the general factor. Others have suggested that in-
formation on what outcomes are to be measured might also influence
results (Kleinmann et al., 2011; König, Melchers, Kleinmann, Richter,
and Klehe, 2007). It is for these reasons that there was no incentive to
fake nor was there mention of any specific overarching context and no
mention of any criterion outcome in the present study.

As a check on the nature of the evaluation factor for the three
datasets studied here, we correlated our evaluation factor scores with
scores on the Rosenberg Self-esteem scale, one of the variables used
by Biderman et al. (2018) to decide the nature of the affect compos-
ite, and which we collected alongside the personality questionnaires
reported for all three samples tested in the present study. The correla-
tions of evaluation factor scores in the present data with RSE scores
were 0.64, 0.79, and 0.52 for Datasets 1A, 2, and 3, respectively.
These provide evidence supporting the belief that the evaluation factor
is strongly related to respondent affect. In contrast, the correlations of
acquiescence factor scores with the RSE were 0.02, −0.02, and −0.05
(p> .05 for all) suggesting that the acquiescence factor represents a
construct different from affect.

An additional issue regarding the nature of the characteristic rep-
resented by the evaluation factor is the issue of whether the respon-
dent characteristic it represents is affect or a tendency to engage in
socially desirable responding. Some investigators (e.g., Bäckström et
al., 2009; Kulas and Stachowski 2012; Kuncel and Tellegen 2009),
have labeled the evaluative content as “social desirability” implying
that the respondent characteristic represented by the general factor is
a tendency to respond in a socially desirable fashion. Other investiga-
tors (e.g., Biderman et al., 2018), have considered the same content as
indicating not a tendency to emit socially desirable responses but af-
fective levels of the respondents. As noted above, our position, based
on the high correlations of the evaluation factor with measures tradi-
tionally labeled as measures of affect is that evaluation factor is, in
fact, a measure of affective level of the respondent. Regrettably, how-
ever, we cannot clearly resolve these differences in conception in this
study alone. The finding of significant relations between the evalu-
ative content of personality items and consequential outcomes (e.g.,
GPA) makes such clarity an important endeavor for future research.
Clearly, whatever the characteristic captured within respondents’ re-
actions to the evaluative content of personality items is called, this is
an area worthy of further study.

4.1.3. GPA as a criterion
It might be argued that the criterion employed in this research,

GPA, is simply one of convenience, unrepresentative of selection cri-
teria in organizational settings, diminishing the usefulness of results
from a study such as this investigating only the prediction of GPA.
We suggest that there is evidence of the value of GPA, for exam-
ple, predicting future earnings of MBA students (Harrell and Harrell
1974). Moreover, there is evidence that GPA is relevant for job per-
formance based on a large-scale meta-analysis (Roth, BeVier, Switzer,
& Schippmann, 1996). For that reason, we believe that discovering
the variables to which GPA is related is important and useful. With
respect to the usefulness or generality of results involving the pre-
diction of GPA, meta-analyses of the validity of Big Five question-
naires for job performance have shown patterns of validities simi-
lar to those found in this study. For these reasons, we believe that
the parsing of validity of Big Five or HEXACO domain scores used
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here is a technique that would be useful in all high-stake selection sit-
uations.

5. Conclusion

The results of this study provide evidence that factors sometimes
considered to be unwanted consequences of common method variance
may in fact represent substantive personality characteristics worthy of
study. Our results suggest that the evaluative and acquiescence factors
represent unique characteristics of the respondents that are potentially
useful predictors of valuable outcomes.
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